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Fulfillment can always be defeated,
but never anticipation.
– Peter Altenberg

	
  

SURRENDER	
  

S

el Forage had the face of a ditch, all carved up
and messy. He belonged in a prison yard, not
closing in on his eighteenth year as a case worker

for the Chicago Housing Authority, ostensibly helping the
same impoverished, broken families he was shaking down for
sex and drugs. He got away with it for so long because,
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basically, no one wanted to hassle a guy who looked like
that.
He learned from his mother, the first one, the one who
disfigured him, that fury was the hugest, sweetest inhale
of all. After she left for good, Sel took that lesson and
made it his own. He held it close and polished out the
rough edges. Then he packed it together all smooth and hard
and dense and stuffed it way deep down inside him. He was
eight.
It’s still in him, all that useless rage. But much
like how he never allowed mothers two and three the
satisfaction of loving him, Sel pays no mind. Not anymore.
That fiery knot’s become such an integral part of what he’s
turned into as a man and human being that after forty-three
years his resulting choices and actions are now these
things that just happen, like cell division or gravity.
Because however long it takes, you eventually learn to
accept the things you can’t control. Be it the color of
your skin or the economic station into which you were born
or the childhood that vanished *poof* the night she had one
too many and then got hold of some scissors and started
swinging.
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FAMILIAR	
  

Y

ou think you know what’s coming. You anticipate a
simple walk to work. Like yesterday. Or last
Friday. Or three years ago Tuesday. It doesn’t even

cross your mind that that man – the one up there, hanging
back, the one waiting for the light to change, for the
other pedestrians to cross first because clearly he’s not
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from here, the man in town for the week conducting business
– could come into your familiar life and lead you up to his
room in that luxury hotel you walk past every day and make
you make excuses to your Executive Assistant and Senior
Leadership Team and Chief Director, Global Marketing &
Communications for why you missed that scheduled ten-thirty
conference call. On the four minute walk from the train to
your building, with your keycard at the ready, you hadn’t
considered that within the hour you’d be reaching under
some stranger’s clothes, feeling for something beyond skin
or words.
Or you don’t think about anything. You anticipate
nothing. Because you’ve walked this way a thousand times.
For real, one thousand times. Minimum. My god, how much
time you’ve wasted on your way to that office. The hundreds
of thousands of individual steps. You really have no idea.
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AIRLESS	
  

S

he was standing barefoot at the refrigerator,
holding open the door, when the panic hit her.
Because there was no room anymore. In her life.

With the husband she loved deeply but was no longer in love
with. With the child, the little boy, they never should
have had, she sees that now. And with all the desires and
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disappointments and bad decisions and compromises each
equally forgotten but still crowding her out. It wasn’t
helping that she was telling herself out loud: it’s ok,
just relax, to try and talk herself down, but to her it
sounded like the voice inside her head – like she was
reading or admonishing herself to herself.
There was no turning back once the panic set in. Now
it was a matter of controlling it. Or riding it out. Those
were the only two options that ever occurred to her.
Get a hold of yourself, she said, again out loud. She
broke out in a sweat. The cold from the open refrigerator
poured down her legs, which at least gave her something to
focus on. Instead of running mental loops of all the things
she’d done wrong she could imagine how clean socks or
kicking furiously under the covers would warm her feet. Ok,
that’s better.
She made her way to the counter. Her face scrutinized
its reflection in the window above the sink. It was night
out, so in that bright kitchen the window was as good as a
mirror. Her features looked like someone else’s. It calmed
her to imagine some other womanmotherwife feeling so boxed
in. There you go, she saw herself saying. Her vision
widened. So much better. She was coming back.
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Behind her the child entered the room holding an empty
bag of microwave popcorn. Mom, who are you talking to?
Close behind was the husband. He placed his hands on the
boy’s shoulders. She stiffened, didn’t turn around. Hon,
you gonna close that fridge?
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25	
  FAILURES	
  

T

he promise in the little boy was so great that
when, as a grown man, the potential wasn’t
fulfilled the resulting fall was terrifying.
*

The panic rose in her like a vomit. All the
unmanageable poison.
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*
To concentrate more fully on his art he stripped away
all that was extraneous to his life: family, friends, work
– but then so went the joy.
*
She applies makeup to her lopsided face. But she knows
how it is. All the pep talks from her besties and all the
extended lash, no-clump mascara in the world can’t change a
fucking thing.
*
The Family Curse – the inability to say no to a drink
– smiles wide once again as, unbeknownst to aunt and uncle,
the embryo implants itself in the uterine wall.
*
It was an act she was putting on. Oh, she was
frustrated, exhausted, sad. Her circumstances were wearing
her down, sure. But that mask of misery was at least partly
theatrics. There was no getting around that.
*
The great curve of how he came to this place in his
life snuck up on him, and the resulting shame crippled him
like a ten-year-old.
*
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Her life had become a series of subtractions. How much
could she chisel from her day-to-day and still get by? By
most accounts she still functioned like a modern American
woman – that is, she performed well at her chosen career.
But all of those takings-away had left her diminished,
carved out like a sculptor's mistake.
*
As the years passed she less often found herself
thinking of the word settling as in “putting down your
roots” and more often as in “taking what you can get.”
*
It had been months he figured, at least three, since
his wife had touched him like that: without he touching her
first.
*
The woman at the sales counter was a shining example
of what Kate could never be: appropriate, moneyed,
together.
*
She watches her husband sleeping, with his monstrous
breaths for once so delicate and easy, and for those
spindly ten minutes she feels in control of her marriage.
*
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I’m working on building up the requisite emotional
calluses like the textbooks say, but I don’t think it’s
making me a better RN. It’s making me resent their
weaknesses.
*
The cold rushes in like schoolchildren, but still she
sits bare-armed by the open door pretending it’s not lateJanuary outside.
*
She spent her days figuring that life owed her more.
Her nights she spent polishing off bottles of wine as she
tallied her shortcomings in her teensy apartment piled high
with books.
*
As he watched his friend suffer alone in that hospital
room, helpless, night after night, he came to see himself
as the one who inflicts the pain.
*
As the judge entered the courtroom, all rose, as was
customary, and that momentary acknowledgement of her
stature was the highlight of her day.
*
The teenager from Wisconsin, with his entire life
ahead of him – a life so open and flush with possibilities
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– downed a handful of his mom’s hidden pills with a can of
paint thinner, and as he tried to keep that gross mixture
down he stepped out into the winter wilderness and
collapsed in a snow drift.
*
She hunkers down even further, and the more she loses
herself in her work the more it feels like self-betrayal,
like defeat.
*
He protected his best friend so fiercely not because
his best friend needed protection but because he needed to
protect.
*
Unable to stop himself, with one hand he built his
castle while with the other he tore out stones.
*
The assailant lunged toward him, the outstretched
knife more purposeful than he'd been in years, and the man
could only marvel that he'd been in the wrong place at the
wrong time just one time too many.
*
Mr. Gompart traded in his warm, unshakable belief in
his wife’s fidelity and the comfort of their fourteen-year
marriage for something that more resembled what had been
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happening every Tuesday night in that hotel room for seven
months now: degradation.
*
With blinders on he continued through life, because,
as he came to see it, life was as much about blocking out
as it was about seeing.
*
To fail as she was failing and to call it honorable
was deceitful and was deluded and was the only way that she
could move forward.
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DIRTY	
  

Setup

T
	
  

hey were kids, three brothers, standing barefoot in
a soaked gully, pant legs rolled high, not high
enough. The eldest one, the nine-year-old, was

17

gesturing wildly. The middle one, two years between the
others, stood over it, holding a blunt instrument. The
youngest one’s hands were barely there.

Dilemma
In their own ways all three knew it was the right
thing to do, given how they were raised. That didn’t make
things easier. It was still moving. The longer they stood
there the more imperative it became to act, the more their
wills to follow through diminished. The middle one ceded
the section of pipe to his older brother. Mud was
swallowing their ankles.

Diversion
They figured it was a wolf or a bobcat that did it.
Maybe a coyote. Maybe a cougar. A predator anyway,
something quick.

Interior
The nine-year-old was thinking of courage and setting
an example and how he’d look in his brothers’ eyes if they
walked away, if he led them away. Not to mention in his
father’s eyes. The middle one was thinking of suffering and
mercy and was gauging whether or not animals feel pain the
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same way people do. The five-year-old was thinking of God
and punishment and how he looked in his brothers’ eyes
shaking like that, shrinking. Not to mention in his
father’s eyes.

Intro/Outro
It was gray in the woods behind their house. The last
downpour of the season had made walking messy. Their mom
would kill them if they ruined another pair of sneakers, so
when they heard the rustle up ahead – the desperate,
frantic scurrying – they tore off their shoes and socks and
high-stepped it around the trees and muck as they made
chase. The dead leaves made a carpet of wet and soft
beneath their feet.
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THE	
  SAFE	
  PLACE	
  

W

ith a pointy stick they scratched a line in the
dirt, roughly the length of their six-year-old
bodies, and then held hands as children do, as best

friends do, and vowed that by crossing that line they'd get
to their safe place. They closed their eyes and counted
back from five. The closer they got, the more their friends
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and their families and their sadness and secrets and their
favorite dolls and favorite teacher Miss Aubernee and the
one's older brother who took such pleasure in teasing two
little girls who were so in love, as children are, as best
friends are, all funneled down to the bare spot in the
backyard where they stood, and nothing else mattered as
they got to zero and inhaled together and felt the other
shifting her weight as they each lifted a leg in unison and
began to lean forward in the shade and the sunlight poking
through the shade and together they made the decision to
leave it all behind and start over and never be apart and
they stepped across the line and, yes – yes it was! –
completely different on that side.
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THE	
  ENFORCER	
  

F

rom all outward appearances, Randy was a
recalcitrant child: ignoring crossing guards,
refusing to clean his plate, smiling while his

stepfather spanked him. Once when he was nine he told a
mall cop to go fuck himself. Privately, he sucked his thumb
until he was eleven and wet his bed until he was thirteen.
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Growing up, Randy’s bad-boy reputation made him a
mini-legend to the other disaffected small-town burnouts he
traded death metal tapes and huffed acetone with in his
garage after school. In a town with few dads – and still
fewer fathers – here was an example of how to be tough and
be strong and not get pushed around, even if you caught
heat for it sooner or later.
As his errant renown preceded him, adults in the
community began affording him a wide berth. Neighbors
avoided him. Teachers passed him so they wouldn’t have to
face his insolence for a repeat year. The general consensus
was that if the drugs didn’t get him the law eventually
would. Neither did. Randy kept on with his weed and his
pills and driving fast with a flask between his legs
because no one ever proved that he couldn’t get away with
it.
After barely graduating high school, Randy became a
prison guard at the Central Illinois Correctional Facility
and suddenly found himself the enforcer of the rules he for
so long had railed against. And the boys who’d looked up to
him on the outside now were inside plotting to take him
down.
When the prison riots of 2016 broke out across
America, those Central boys came after Randy first. Armed
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to the teeth, they cornered him in the yard and to their
amazement actually saw Randy Stockton scared, saw fear
screwing up his eyes. He was a long way from being king of
seventh grade band class after muttering “tin tits” loud
enough so that the teacher – who’d undergone a doublemastectomy over summer break – could hear it. Back then a
triumphant Randy could blend in with all the other
sniggering boys, his eyes cast down, penitent, faking it.
This time there was no hiding.
Three hundred forty-eight inmates and ninety-six
prison staff were killed that summer, Randy included. He’d
been beaten in and opened up beyond anything recognizably
human and then set on fire. In the papers, Randy was a
statistic, another casualty of the country’s metastasizing
prison-industrial complex. To the town he left behind,
Randy was capital-T trouble, a nuisance at best – good
riddance. But what no one knew was that Randy died
convinced he was worth a second chance. He died wanting
more. He died a thirteen year-old boy on soiled sheets
awaiting a redemption that would never come.
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HIS	
  OWN	
  RIDICULOUS	
  LIFE	
  

Close Scrutiny

T

he system cannot withstand close scrutiny. Not the
way he’s got it rigged. What with his boundaries
unspoken and his rules so subject to change. Once

when we were stoned he told me he loved me. “I love you,
Davey Houle.” His exact words. But just the once. The
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things he did to me. The things I allowed him to do. I want
him to suffer like my mother suffered.

Distraction
He came to me fully formed. Immutable is a meaner way
to put it. He didn't change, had no intention of changing,
and that's why I was nothing more than a distraction to
him. Because I had my plans. And he could never take
seriously someone who wanted him to be someone else. Even
if that someone else was better and better for me than the
man who, apparently, wasn’t good enough in the first place.

From a Mile Away
Those few years he had on me made me defer to his
judgment more often than I would have. And he carried
himself like an older man – even older than I allowed him
to be. Which along with it came a certainty or an air of
authority that was easy for me to follow. Because at that
time in my life I thought I needed to be told what to do.
And he could sniff out that need in me from a mile away. I
only realized this after the fact, of course – years later.
None of this did me any good at the time.
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DOWN	
  

T

he condescension in your tone reached unspeakable
heights. You were so doing me a favor, it was
clear. The way you offered yourself like a too-

expensive present, like a gift inappropriate for the
occasion. Was it my gratitude you were after? A
supplication above and beyond my inviting you in? You
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flipped me over, made adjustments, but at the first sign of
blood you stopped. It tickled me to see that you thought
you’d hurt me. Beneath that I pitied you with a ferocity
that astonished me. Your stab at politeness then, your face
a smear of concern, made it worse. I chortled as you bent
to gather your clothing. It didn’t register to you as more
than a cough, or maybe a soupy resignation at such a
monumental opportunity lost. I couldn’t wait to strip the
bed. Anytime I wanted to try again was ok with you. You
were down for anything, whenever I wanted. Hot cycle, heavy
duty, with bleach, and a second rinse.
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DOOMED	
  NINETEEN-‐YEAR-‐OLD	
  CZECHOSLOVAKIAN	
  MALE	
  ESCORT	
  

F

redo lives in hotels because he likes things done
for him. And swanky, boutique hotels in Western
Europe do the most. His working name is Fred

because when he says his real name people just mention The
Godfather, which he’s sick of. His English sucks, but when
you’re that gorgeous it doesn’t matter. He’s waiting for
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moneybags number three of the evening to show. He knows
that if he makes the guy see God – which he does every time
– the guy will pay triple.
And as the blood clot travels to his brain, Fredo
crosses his legs for the last time ever and appears happy,
lying there sideways on the biggest, most comfortable bed
in the world.
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TEENAGE	
  LUST	
  

H

er jeans were tight, in accordance with the latest
fashion. They hugged her thighs, her hips, her ass
like an unpinchable skin. No underwear – there

wasn’t room. She was concerned about the front, that the
mound was too pronounced. She’d shave her bush clean off,
except that’s what her daddy liked most.
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CRYBABY	
  

O

n the verge of his twelfth birthday, puberty was
already turning Billy into something he wasn’t, but
as his eyes bulged all heavy and clear in the

bathroom mirror, Billy was turning into something he vowed
he’d never be again: a crybaby.
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THE	
  DIVORCE	
  

T

he mother told the boy, the father the girl. The
mother found it miraculous that through all those
tears the boy could keep from blinking. The father

was imagining all the places he’d rather be than sitting on
this little girl’s bed in this little girl’s room ruining
this little girl’s life.
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HER	
  OWN	
  RIDICULOUS	
  LIFE	
  

Sometimes a Cowboy Is Just a Man in a Cowboy Suit

S

he fell in love with a man who wasn’t there. Oh, a
man was there all right, just not the man she fell
in love with. That particular love had more to do

with what the man could be, what he could turn into. Which
had nothing to do with the man who just fucked her. Or took
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her to dinner. Or once for her birthday flew her firstclass to Vancouver to fuck her and take her to dinner. He
could really flash that money around.

In Reverse
She was surprised to discover, looking back, that
she'd been in love with – but had never loved – the man who
treated her like that. Like a blank sheet of paper he was
uninterested in decorating.
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BED,	
  DRESSER,	
  DIGITAL	
  ALARM	
  CLOCK	
  

J

aney had pared her life to the bare minimum: a
month-to-month efficiency apartment with shared
bathroom, utilities included; a bartending job

three days a week, all cash under the table; no checkbook
or savings account, no ATM or credit cards; a pre-paid cell
phone. She'd sworn off men in her twenties and recently
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left Jules, her on-again, off-again girlfriend of five
years. Her diet barely existed.
She was battle-ready, as Janey’s retired lieutenant
colonel father would describe a soldier so lean. Ready to
fight. Willing to kill. Her brittle, shell-shocked mother
called it getting one's ducks in a row, something she’d
never managed to do in her own tangled, motherly life.
Cutting everything out, whittling things down to
nothing, was Janey’s way of getting ready, of making
preparations. But in preparation for what? It can't be
good.
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JUNIOR	
  HIGH	
  DANCE	
  

T

hey were being driven to the school gymnasium by
her parents, the orthodontist and the librarian.
Both their stomachs were in knots – the boy and the

girl in the backseat. They hadn’t yet kissed or even so
much as held hands, so the accidental tickle of rubbed
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elbows back there – to say nothing of the looming slow
dance – made them want to die.
The orthodontist and the librarian felt secure in
dropping them off knowing there’d be chaperones and that
they’d raised a daughter capable of making sound decisions.
Plus they approved of the boy’s upbringing by his
university professor parents and therefore trusted his
judgment and intentions.
Besides, did you get a look at those two back there?
They were petrified, white as sheets. The last things on
their minds were love or heavy petting or terminating an
unwanted pregnancy. Of that, the orthodontist and the
librarian were certain.
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THE	
  DAPPLED	
  OAKS	
  ASSISTED	
  LIVING	
  RETIREMENT	
  COMMUNITY	
  

R

ose Dennison was a crow. And as a crow her eyes
could bully. Small and severe – stooped over, rail
thin, all hard angles – it was Rose who’d spread

the rumor that Earl Kramer poisoned his late wife, Bethany,
and then blew the insurance money on the slots before he
fell down the basement stairs and his children brought him
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here: The Dappled Oaks Assisted Living Retirement
Community. But what Rose and her tar pit eyes were now
proposing even her henpecked septuagenarian boyfriend
Walter Kern could not abide. She wanted Earl dead.
When Walter refused to go along with her plan, she
cawed. Rose thrust her head up and cawed.
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THE	
  DEAD	
  UNCLES	
  

T

hey were arranged, the kid’s dead uncles were, from
left to right by order of death rather than birth
order.

The first, a medium shot of a ten-year old George

straddling a brown- and white-spotted horse, was the only
color print. Squinting under a wide-brimmed hat, George
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leaned forward, bracing himself with his hands on either
side of the horse’s thickly muscled neck. His eyes focused
on something off the left side of the frame. A slight curl
in one corner of his mouth could have been a smile, though
it easily could have been a wince from the bright afternoon
sunshine. George lay down on some railroad tracks when he
was thirteen.
Next to him was a standard holiday portrait of Earl
posed in front of a Christmas tree. He stared straight at
the lens, his unlined child’s face unmoved by the camera’s
attention. A striped turtleneck crept up his neck and
seemed to push out his ears, both of which poked through
the sides of an awful bowl haircut. At fourteen Earl hanged
himself from the rafters of the rickety barn Grandma Clara
soon thereafter burned to the ground.
Uncle Billy was the kid’s favorite photo of the four,
not least because the then-twelve-year-old most resembled
the kid at that age. Billy’s was a headshot, tight, lots of
negative space, with only half his face crowding the grainy
right side of the frame. His one visible eye was partially
closed, caught in quarter-blink. The slur of freckles
across his nose would disappear by the time Billy was
sixteen and he threw himself off the Portage Dam two towns
over.
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Jack, though first-born, was the last uncle to die. In
the only wide shot of the four, Jack sat hugging his knees
to his chest on the front stoop of the uncles’ tiny boyhood
home. It was late autumn judging by the skeletal maple tree
dominating the foreground. The kid always felt a chill
standing before these family ghosts, and Jack’s figure, a
seeming afterthought in his photograph, made it worse. Jack
put a gun in his mouth a week before his eighteenth
birthday.
The four-by-six-inch dead uncles lined a darkened,
seldom-used hallway leading from the laundry room to the
kid’s father’s locked den. Each print was mounted between
two thin rectangles of glass and hung from thin-gauged wire
on its own clear thumbtack. This precarious presentation
always struck the kid as angry, as if his father – who
created the tableau – was just waiting for these memories
to shatter, was asking for an excuse to duct tape the
garage shut and then start the car.

***

Why the father never followed in the footsteps of his
dead brothers the kid didn’t know; the father was tightlipped about so many things. If once it was to spare
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Grandma Clara from yet another loss, she was long gone now
and wouldn’t know the difference. Maybe growing up with all
that death made the father appreciate life that much more.
Maybe he lacked the internal resolve needed to overwhelm
one’s will to live – that primordial battle’s a real
struggle. Or maybe the father simply loved the kid too much
to do that to him.
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WASTING	
  TIME	
  (WITH	
  LYDIA	
  DAVIS)	
  

H

e says that she’s wasting her time writing stories
like that. As if he best knows how she should spend
her time. To him it’s a question of sheer human

perversity how she’s writing so-called stories that will
not survive a moment beyond her death. As if he determines
her work’s significance to posterity. He’d rather she stick
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to translating into English a French writer’s (male)
apparently more worthwhile words. As if he even has a say.
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RETURN	
  

Y
	
  

ou will return to these, as you would a photograph,
because they are easy to return to.
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